April 19, 2023

Shannon Lane  
Attorney, Office of Policy Planning  
Federal Trade Commission  
600 Pennsylvania Ave. NW, Ste. CC-5610 (Annex C)  
Washington, DC 20580

Comments on: **Non-compete Clause Rulemaking, Matter No. P201200**  

Dear Ms. Lane:

The National Employment Law Project ("NELP") submits these comments in support of the Federal Trade Commission’s ("FTC") proposed rulemaking to ban employers from imposing non-compete agreements ("noncompetes") on virtually all workers. The FTC’s Proposed Rule is squarely within its legal authority to promulgate, and it would help all workers, contributing to higher wages and greater opportunities for workers to advance in their careers by switching jobs. Equally important, it will also improve economic mobility for workers of color and women who have been particularly adversely affected by the proliferation of noncompete clauses.

NELP is a leading non-profit and non-partisan advocacy organization with the mission to build a just and inclusive economy where all workers have expansive rights and thrive in good jobs. Together with local, state, and national partners, NELP advances its mission through transformative legal and policy solutions, research, capacity-building, and communications. NELP regularly partners with federal, state, and local lawmakers on a wide range of issues to promote workers’ rights and labor standards enforcement, including opposition to noncompete clauses, non-disclosure agreements, non-solicitation agreements, and forced arbitration. NELP has testified about how workers are unable to lift their wages and improve their financial situation by earning a living wage when hampered by these abusive contracts. We have previously submitted comments in the past supporting FTC rulemaking in this area and appreciate another opportunity to engage with the FTC and comment in support of the FTC’s Proposed Rule.

Our comments will address these primary points:

1. Noncompetes are coercive agreements that harm workers by trapping workers in jobs, reducing their access to employment, and depressing wages.

2. Noncompete agreements are rooted in racism and continue to have a negative impact on workers of color and women.
3. State law changes have had a positive effect, but the resulting patchwork demonstrates the need for a federal ban that will lift wages for all workers.

4. NELP supports the broad definition of ‘workers’ in the Proposed Rule, particularly considering the widespread misclassification of employees as independent contractors in industries with a disproportionate share of workers of color.

5. The final rule can be improved by clarifying the “de facto noncompete” section and improving the training repayment agreements section with a more focused analysis and explicit language.

1. Noncompetes are coercive agreements that harm workers by trapping workers in jobs, reducing their access to employment, and depressing wages.

Noncompete agreements prevent workers from working for a competitor company during or after their current employment. These so-called agreements typically restrict workers through time, industry, and/or geography. A time restriction prevents someone from working for a competitor for a specific period of time after leaving a position; a geographic restriction may restrict someone from accepting work in entire regions of the United States; and an industry restriction can prevent a worker from working for a particular type of company. Sometimes a noncompete also prevents a worker from starting their own competitor company. The seminal paper published on noncompetes by economists Evan Starr, Norman Bishara, and J.J. Prescott found that nearly 1 in 5 workers in the United States were bound by a noncompete and that 38 percent had agreed to at least one noncompete in the past. Currently, the FTC estimates that noncompetes affect 30 million workers, which is 18 percent of all workers. That means nearly 20 percent of workers cannot search for new work and expand their career opportunities because of noncompete agreements.

NELP often refers to noncompetes as “coercive waivers” as opposed to “agreements” because employers usually present noncompetes in a “take it or leave it” fashion, forcing workers to sign the noncompete or reject the job altogether. Far from an agreement negotiated at arm’s length, these coercive waivers have become a routine condition of employment for many. Research has shown that less than a mere 10 percent of workers negotiate these clauses, and 93 percent of them read and sign them anyway. In addition, 30 to 40 percent of workers are asked to sign noncompetes after they have already accepted the position. And, as discussed above, up to 38 percent of workers have signed a noncompete at some time during their career, demonstrating that this practice is widespread.

Not only do businesses routinely demand their workers sign noncompetes, but they also use similarly coercive methods to ensure compliance. Employers send threatening cease-and-desist letters to former employees “reminding them” of their signed agreement. If an initial letter does not result in the response they want, some employers then take it a step further and call the new

---

3 Starr supra n. 1 at p. 8.
4 Two studies have shown that approximately 30 percent of workers received the non-compete after they have accepted the job offer. Starr, supra n. 1 at p. 8; Matt Marx, The Firm Strikes Back: Non-Compete Agreements and the Mobility of Technical Professionals, AMERICAN SOCIOLOGICAL REVIEW, vol. 76, no. 5, 2011, pp. 695-712.
employer to threaten litigation. These tactics make it nearly impossible for most workers to challenge these agreements in court. Indeed, studies have shown that many workers simply comply with the agreements rather than risk a lawsuit, even where the agreement would not be legally enforceable. This method of enforcing noncompetes is encouraged and is demonstrated by many blog posts and management lawyer websites that discuss this method approvingly.

Noncompetes stop workers from obtaining higher paying jobs, enable businesses to avoid competition for workers, and have been shown to depress wages by reducing competition. As the FTC notes in the Notice of Proposed Rulemaking (NPRM), noncompetes often prevent workers from taking jobs in their field of expertise. This forces many workers to remain in a job in which they are less productive and end up being paid less than what workers could obtain in the broader job market. When many workers are legally precluded from seeking opportunities or exiting a job that does not suit them, the result is a job market that materially reduces wages for all workers. Therefore, not only do noncompetes reduce workers’ wages, but they also have damaging impacts on the overall job market.

Traditionally workers have used their ability to exit or leave a job to demand higher wages. This means that their ability to change jobs gives them the opportunity to demand a higher wage from the current employer or seek better paying work elsewhere. This phenomenon known as “job-hopping” helps workers early on in their career secure stronger lifetime earnings. In contrast, being bound by a noncompete is associated with an 11 percent increase in the length of time in a job, which when artificially lengthened by noncompetes, negatively impacts workers’ earnings. Widespread usage of noncompetes reduces job mobility and the power to bargain for a higher wage.
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12 Colvin supra n. 7 at p. 2; see also, Jessica Jeffers, The Impact of Restricting Labor Mobility on Corporate Investment and Entrepreneurship, 2022, https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=3040393 (finding that increased noncompete enforceability can reduce the departure rates from 7-11 percent).
13 Alan B. Krueger and Eric Posner, A Proposal for Protecting Low-Income Workers from Monopsony and Collusion, The Hamilton Project, Feb. 2018, p. 4 & 7, (discussing how monopsony power and collusion have
inequality, but noncompetes also hurt the economy overall. As noted in a study by the Economic Policy Institute, because noncompetes limit workers’ ability to take other jobs or start their own businesses, it is “not difficult to see that noncompetes may be contributing to the declines in dynamism in the U.S. labor market.”

The increasing usage of noncompetes in the workplace has also been linked to the growing issue of monopsony where businesses have outside power to control wages. “Monopsony” refers to employers wielding excessive market power and being able to effectively set wages lower than what free competition would demand. Economists have connected noncompete enforceability as one way that employers are able to control the market. When noncompetes are more strictly enforced, they reduce workers’ options to move to new firms and this reduction in labor market turnover or churn affects the overall job market. Researchers proposed that “strict enforceability [of noncompetes] hinders workers ability to leverage improvements in the labor market and to negotiate wage increases.” This hypothesis was borne out in a finding that noncompete enforceability had a negative effect on workers’ mobility and ability to leverage strong labor markets. This research shows how noncompetes affect the labor market and wages beyond the percentage of the workforce forced to sign them. For these reasons, the FTC Proposed Rule of a complete ban of noncompetes—rather than permitting some form of noncompetes to proliferate—is the best suited to increase wages.

The increased proliferation of noncompetes has also coincided with a period of increasing wealth and wage inequality. There are numerous factors that drive low wages, including the abysmal $7.25 federal minimum wage, but studies examining the impact of policies that limit the use of noncompetes confirm the deleterious effect they have on wages. A 2021 study of the impact of Oregon’s ban on noncompetes found that hourly wages increased by 2 to 3 percent on average. Recently, the Economic Innovation Group (EIG) released another study showing that even limited noncompete bans such as Hawaii’s ban on noncompetes for skilled technology workers have had a positive effect on workers and improved the economy for workers. The preamble to the bill states grown due to the increase in noncompetes and the decline in the real value of the minimum wage and labor unions has not been enough to counteract the monopsony power and collusion).

14 Colvin supra n. 7 at p. 8-9.
16 Id.; Greg Robb, Wage growth is soft due to declining worker bargaining power, former Obama economist says, MARKETWATCH, August 24, 2018.
17 Id. at 5.
18 Id. at 3.
19 Id. at 66.
that it concluded that “embracing employee mobility [was] the superior strategy for nurturing an innovation-based economy.” The EIG study shows this was a winning strategy, as the law led to a 10.2 percent increase in the number of technology businesses and a diffusion of skilled technology workers across the sector. The diffusion of skilled workers across the technology sector likely led to increased wages given the positive effects of job-hopping on workers’ careers as discussed above. Further, the positive effects of this partial ban show the potential of a complete ban—no sector should be stifled by these coercive waivers.

Economic studies have shown that noncompetes also stifle business growth by inhibiting workers’ ability to start their own business. States with laws that allow noncompetes to be more strictly enforced reduce the formation of new firms.

All told, the evidence and research are clear: noncompetes trap workers, depress wages, and stifle labor competition that has the potential to lead to wage increases. NELP wholeheartedly supports the FTC’s assessment that a ban on noncompete agreements will raise U.S. workers total earnings by $250 billion per year. A complete ban, such as the one proposed by the FTC, is the only way to truly lift workers and short circuit the deleterious effect of noncompetes on workers and wage inequality.

2. Noncompete agreements are rooted in racism and continue to have a negative impact on workers of color and women.

The use of noncompetes for underpaid workers, especially workers of color, can be traced to the Reconstruction Era. Former slave-owners used noncompetes on freed African Americans. Today, noncompetes continue to perpetuate and exacerbate racial and gender wage gaps.

Researchers have found that noncompetes can have a more detrimental impact on women and people of color because noncompetes decrease entrepreneurship, reduce wages, and provide firms more power to discriminate. The NPRM discusses this very effect, citing a study by Johnson, Lavetti, and Liptsitz that noncompetes produce the monopsony power that gives firms more power
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24 Glasner supra n. 22.
26 Norman D. Bishara, *Fifty Ways to Leave your Employer: Relative Enforcement of Covenants Not to Compete, Trends and Implications for Employee Mobility*, UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA JOURNAL OF BUSINESS LAW, 2011 13 (3) (Bishara identifies six factors that can be used to determine whether noncompetes are more strictly enforced including, whether a statute exists, the plaintiff's burden of proof, if noncompetes can apply to terminated employees, consideration and ability to modify); Jessica Jeffers, *The Impact of Restricting Labor Mobility on Corporate Investment and Entrepreneurship*, p. 42, https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=3040393.
29 Id.
Moreover, women in states with stricter noncompete enforcement are less likely than men to leave their jobs or start rival companies if they are subject to a noncompete. Further, if a woman were to abandon a startup and return to the broader labor market to look for employment, they suffer larger wage penalties than men do. Matt Marx, author of one study stated: “We see it in medicine, in financial services, and you also see that among entrepreneurs. When women entrepreneurs abandon their startups and go back and look for paid employment, they suffer more of a penalty than men do.” Women and workers of color also are less likely to negotiate than their white counterparts, making noncompetes more binding for them. In fact, the earnings of women and workers of color are reduced by twice as much as white, male workers when there is stricter noncompete enforcement. Significantly, the ultimate conclusion of this study is that banning noncompetes would close the earnings gap between white men and Black women by 4.6 percent; 5.6 percent for white women; 8.7 percent for Black men; and 9.1 percent for non-Black, non-white women.

3. State law changes have had a positive effect, but the resulting patchwork demonstrates the need for a federal ban that will lift wages for all workers.

Jimmy John’s, a national sandwich chain, made national news in 2014 for requiring its sandwich makers to sign noncompetes as a condition of employment. The Jimmy John’s noncompete prohibited employees from working at companies that derived at least 10 percent of sales from selling sandwiches and operated within two miles of a Jimmy John’s store for a period of two years. The revelation resulted in several state investigations, consumer protection litigation, and increased scrutiny of the use and impacts of noncompetes. New York and Illinois investigated the fast-food chain for the usage of these provisions in 2016, and Illinois eventually sued Jimmy John’s under the unconscionability provisions of the state’s Consumer Fraud and Deceptive Practices Act. In addition, both states continued to further investigate noncompetes. In New York State, the
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32 Id. at 38.
34 Johnson supra n. 15 at p. 4.
35 Id. at p. 38.
attorney general concluded an investigation of WeWork for its usage of noncompete provisions in 2018 and filed a public comment about the issue in 2020.\textsuperscript{39} Ultimately, these investigations also led to a variety of efforts nationwide to limit the usage of these coercive waivers.

In August 2016, Illinois Governor Bruce Rauner signed the “Illinois Freedom to Work Act,” prohibiting private-sector employers from entering into a covenant not to compete with any of their employees making close to the minimum wage.\textsuperscript{40} Massachusetts then passed a law in 2018 which limited the duration of noncompetes to one year, required notice for new employees, and mandated that noncompetes could be only broad enough to protect legitimate business interests.\textsuperscript{41} New Mexico restricted the usage of noncompetes, but only among health care workers,\textsuperscript{42} while Hawaii prohibited the usage of noncompetes in the technology industry.\textsuperscript{43} Maryland followed Illinois and prohibited noncompetes for workers making $15 per hour or less.\textsuperscript{44} Rhode Island, New Hampshire, and Maine each prohibited noncompetes for workers paid “low wages,” with varying definitions of what constitutes low wage.\textsuperscript{45} Other states, such as New Jersey, New York, and Minnesota have been moving toward partially banning or restricting noncompetes. Recent research about the effect of noncompete laws on border states also speaks to the need for a national solution. Researchers concluded that the enforceability of noncompetes “affects a larger population than the relatively small share of workers bound by noncompetes and the magnitudes of spillovers account for a non-trivial share of the overall wage effects of enforceability.”\textsuperscript{46} In other words, researchers have found that a change in noncompete enforceability not only affected the state with the noncompetes, but also affected the earnings and mobility of workers located the next state over.\textsuperscript{47} Oregon previously had a noncompete law that banned noncompetes for workers making below the median income for a family of four.\textsuperscript{48} In 2021, Oregon updated its noncompete law, increasing the threshold for enforcement of noncompete agreements to $100,533, which will be adjusted for inflation.\textsuperscript{49} As discussed above, Oregon’s law led to increased hourly wages.\textsuperscript{50}

\textsuperscript{42} Relating to Employment Agreements, H.B. No. 1090, 28\textsuperscript{th} Legislature, 2015, State of Hawaii, \url{http://www.capitol.hawaii.gov/session2015/bills/HB1090_CD1.htm}.
\textsuperscript{43} Saul Ewing LLP, \textit{Maryland Restricts Noncompete Agreements for Law Wage Workers}, JD Supra, June 14, 2019, \url{https://www.jdsupra.com/legalnews/maryland-restricts-noncompete-10130/}.
\textsuperscript{45} Johnson \textit{supra} n. 15 at p. 4.
\textsuperscript{46} Id.
\textsuperscript{47} ORS §653.295, Noncompetition Agreements, \url{https://www.oregonlaws.org/ors/653.295}.
\textsuperscript{48} ORS §653.295, Noncompetition Agreements, \url{https://www.oregonlaws.org/ors/653.295}.
\textsuperscript{49} Lipsitz \textit{supra} n. 21. (Oregon has amended its statute twice since 2008).
Although research suggests these state laws are effective where they exist, these state laws are, at 
best, a modest and incomplete patchwork of protections that leave workers in most states subject 
to coercive waivers.\(^{51}\) In the absence of a national standard, workers’ ability to seek other 
employment opportunities now depends largely on a happenstance of geography. Moreover, many 
of the laws are so complicated that most workers find it difficult to understand how they apply. For 
example, all the northeastern states that have noncompete laws have taken completely different 
approaches in defining what constitutes a worker in a low wage industry. In addition, studies have 
shown that even though noncompetes have been unenforceable in California since 1872, companies 
still subjected workers to noncompetes.\(^{52}\) Therefore, noncompetes in California may have had the 
same chilling effect on workers and the economy, despite being unenforceable. The laws vary in 
other ways as well: some have private rights of action, and some do not. Some provide monetary 
penalties, and some do not. More to the point: noncompetes produce harms that cannot be 
remedied by a mishmash of a varying state laws. Workers need a national standard that is easy to 
understand and to enforce.

In the wake of the COVID-19 pandemic, the FTC can contribute to a more just recovery. The FTC 
should not hesitate to set a clear rule—a national policy that completely bans noncompete 
agreements and requires rescission, as proposed in the NPRM. Such a step would ensure the rule is 
easily applied, that compliance is investigated, and that the standard is enforced. It would also 
completely change the national landscape for job mobility and provide relief and opportunity for 
millions of workers.\(^{53}\)

4. **NELP supports the broad definition of “workers” in the Proposed Rule, particularly considering the widespread misclassification of employees as independent contractors in industries with a disproportionate share of workers of color.**

The Proposed Rule appropriately prohibits noncompete agreements for a broad swath of workers, 
including independent contractors. Independent contractors run their own businesses; make 
investment decisions impacting profits and losses; and decide where and how to market their 
business, how to do the work, and what to charge. They are among the impacted ‘businesses’ 
described in the Proposed Rule’s well-supported analysis of the harms caused by noncompete 
clauses. Noncompete clauses suppress wages and restrain competition for workers among and 
between independent contractors and other businesses, and they restrain new independent 
contractor business formation by preventing workers with noncompete clauses from forming their 
own business. In short, noncompete clauses stifle new business growth for independent contractors 
just like they do with any other business. Accordingly, the ban on noncompete agreements should 
apply with equal force to agreements involving independent contractors.

Further, the Commission is right to be concerned that more narrowly defining covered workers in 
proposed § 910.1(f) would incentivize independent contractor misclassification and undermine the


\(^{53}\) The Economic Policy Institute estimates that 36-60 million private sector workers are covered by non-competes. Colvin *supra* n. 7 at p. 2.
Proposed Rule’s impact. Independent contractor misclassification is a serious problem in need of greater attention, not additional loopholes.

A. Independent contractor misclassification is a form of unfair competition that depresses wages, disproportionately impacts workers of color, and depletes government funds.

For decades, corporations have imposed take-it-or-leave-it contracts on their workers, putting them outside of the workplace protections and tax requirements that apply only to employees and employers.\(^5\) Too many companies mischaracterize their employees as “independent contractors,” “self-employed,” “partners,” or “freelancers.” In effect, companies require workers to form “limited liability companies”—or simply pay workers off the books—as a tactic to shift risk and costs downward onto workers, while channeling wealth upward to investors and CEOs. When they engage in this sham practice, companies shed responsibility for their workers, but often maintain control over where, how, when, and for how much money workers perform their jobs.\(^5\)

Either directly or indirectly, all workers in the United States feel the impacts of independent contractor misclassification. Over 21 million people work in misclassification-plagued construction, trucking, delivery, home care, personal care, agricultural, and janitorial and building service occupations in the United States.\(^5\) At least 1.6 million workers work for digital labor platforms like Uber,\(^5\) companies that use digital technologies to dispatch workers and control their work—for example, unilaterally setting fee rates and dictating when and how workers interact with customers. These digital labor platform companies often impose take-it-or-leave-it independent contractor agreements as a condition of work. In addition, corporations are actively campaigning to strip bedrock federal wage protections from workers across every industry and occupation.\(^5\)

Research shows that many so-called independent contractors (also called “self-employed”) earn significantly less than their employee counterparts. In contrast to the few high-earning


professionals, "low- and middle-wage workers who become self-employed see lower take home pay than they could have expected if they remained just as wage earners." 59 In fact, nearly ten percent of independent contractors earn less that the federal minimum wage of $7.25 per hour. 60 The U.S. Department of the Treasury's analysis confirms that "workers who earn their living outside the formal employee-employer relationship earn less, are less likely to have health insurance coverage, or to participate in or contribute to a retirement account." 61 Their earnings are startlingly low, with more than 40 percent of digital labor platform workers and others who rely primarily on self-employment earning less than $20,000 per year. 62 Indeed, the average Uber driver's wage is just $9.21 per hour after deducting fees and expenses, putting them in the lowest ten percent of wage earners, and earning lower than the minimum wage in New York, Chicago, and Los Angeles. 63

Independent contractor misclassification by companies is also strikingly racialized, occurring disproportionately in occupations in which people of color, including Black, Latinx, Asian/Pacific Islander, and Native American workers, are overrepresented. As a group, workers of color are overrepresented in construction, trucking, delivery, home care, agricultural, personal care, ride-hail, and janitorial and building service occupations by over 40 percent; they comprise just over a third of workers overall, but between 47 and 91 percent of workers in these occupations. 64 In digital labor platform work, Black and Latinx workers are overrepresented by 45 percent—more than in more traditional misclassification-prone sectors. 65 Because independent contractor misclassification often comes with the wage and benefit penalties noted above, this corporate practice perpetuates growing racial income and wealth inequality and health disparities in the United States. The practice reinforces occupational segregation along lines of race and gender, and it fosters a second-tier workforce of workers of color in precarious jobs stripped of bedrock employment protections. 66

Cheating businesses that misclassify their employees make it more difficult for law-abiding businesses to compete. The practice, as the U.S. Treasury Inspector General found, "plac[es] honest

62 Id. at 34, Table 6.
employers and businesses at a competitive disadvantage.”

Businesses that misclassify their employees pocket between 20 to 40 percent of payroll costs they would otherwise incur for unemployment insurance, workers compensation premiums, the employer share of social security, and health insurance premiums. They pressure their competition to shed labor costs, creating a "race to the bottom" where firms try to remain competitive by following suit. A 2010 study estimated that misclassifying employers shift $831.4 million in unemployment insurance taxes and $2.54 billion in workers’ compensation premiums to law-abiding businesses annually. Over time, fewer honest businesses can compete.

Government funds also pay an enormous price when employees are misclassified as independent contractors. Conservative estimates suggest that the federal and state governments lose billions of dollars per year in unreported payroll taxes and unemployment insurance contributions. A 2009 report by the Government Accountability Office estimates that independent contractor misclassification cost federal revenues $2.72 billion in 2006. Additionally, the Treasury Inspector General for Tax Administration estimates that misclassification contributed to a $54 billion underreporting of employment tax and losses of $15 billion in unpaid FICA taxes and UI taxes. State-level task forces, commissions, and research teams have also used agency audits along with unemployment insurance and workers’ compensation data to document the huge impact of independent contractor misclassification. These state reports suggest that at least 10 to 30 percent of employers misclassify employees as independent contractors. In just one recent example, Pennsylvania’s Joint Task Force estimated that the state lost up to $124.5 million in general revenues due to misclassification, with nearly 400,000 misclassified employees deprived of workplace protections in that state alone.
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71 See Weil, supra n. 69.
74 Treasury Inspector General for Tax Administration, While Actions Have Been Taken to Address Worker Misclassification, Agency-Wide Employment Tax Program and Better Data Are Needed, Feb. 4, 2009 (on file with authors).
Considering the scope and impact of independent contractor misclassification, particularly its impact on workers of color, the FTC is correct to include independent contractors in the Proposed Rule. Without broad coverage, the ban will contain loopholes that too many companies will seek to exploit. A rule that incentivizes an end-run around its mandates will not only exacerbate the problem of independent contractor misclassification but render any ban on noncompetes ineffective.

5. The final rule can be improved with more fleshing out of the “de facto noncompete” section and improving the training repayment agreements section with a more focused analysis and explicit language.

Section 910.1(b)(2) of the NPRM would also ban the functional equivalents of noncompete clauses, whether drafted for purposes of evasion or not.\(^\text{77}\) The NPRM rightly looks at the functional equivalents of noncompetes and how they work and identifies a real threat to the utility and effectiveness of a noncompete rule. Many employers will indeed pivot to using de facto noncompete clauses such as training repayment provisions, liquidated damages provisions, and non-solicitation provisions in lieu of noncompetes if noncompetes are no longer lawful.

The FTC proposes to look at the actual language of these non-solicits and training repayment agreements to determine whether they can be lawfully applied under the Proposed Rule. (NPRM at 109.) The FTC will ban non-disclosure agreements (NDAs) that contain terms that bar a former employee from using any confidential information related to the employee’s industry because these NDAs are so broad in their potential interpretation of “any confidential information” as to prevent the worker from continuing to work in the same industry. The FTC would consider these NDAs to be overbroad for purposes of the noncompete rule. Similarly, the FTC would ban liquidated damages provisions that were “prohibitive” in the “magnitudes of liquidated damages they specify” and training repayment agreements that required payment for trainings that were not “reasonably related to the costs the employer incurred for training the worker.”\(^\text{78}\)

While these principles are sound and would make a serious dent in the usage of these de facto agreements, this section of the Proposed Rule is too vague, which would make enforcement challenging. Getting workers to come forward about violations requires them to have a clear understanding of the rule. Also, the way the language is written will lead to litigation of how to define a de facto noncompete that will weaken the rule over time. In the noncompete context, employers use the chilling effect of the agreements themselves and the threat of litigation to ensure compliance. Because of this, many of these agreements are never seen in a courtroom. Clearer language with bright-line parameters that are more easily recognized by workers and less subject to interpretation, would have a greater impact.

Having an agency such as the FTC ready to investigate these instances may help mitigate some of the effect, but not completely. The Proposed Rule should be more explicit. For example, Section 910.1(b)(2)(i) could be edited to state “a non-disclosure agreement that [effectively bans a] worker from working in the same field after the conclusion of a worker’s employment with the employer” is prohibited. For the rule to have teeth, it is critical that the language plainly describes the circumstances that apply to workers.


Similarly, we support banning the use of training repayment provisions entirely. Legal advocacy organizations, such as Open Markets and Towards Justice, have noted the increased usage of training repayment agreements (TRAPS) and liquidated damages clauses hamper workers and impair movement to a new job.\(^79\) If the FTC determines to only limit training repayment agreements, rather than banning them, the training repayment terms could adopt an easily enforceable, bright line rule that bars training repayment agreements for workers in underpaid industries. If a ban of all training repayment provisions is not adopted, we suggest the next best option is to add a new section 910.1(b)(2)(iii) prescribing that TRAPS are banned for all workers making less than $75,000 per year. Improving the clarity of these sections to make them more accessible to workers will support enforcement.

In addition, the FTC seeks comment about broadening the term to “workplace policy” as opposed to “contractual term.” This change would ensure the Proposed Rule’s ban would encompass noncompetes, nondisclosures, and other documents placed into workplace handbooks, which are not explicitly signed and agreed to by workers. As discussed above, the idea of a negotiated agreement on terms as it relates to these contracts is a misnomer and a legal fiction as it relates to the vast majority of workers. NELP agrees that expanding the noncompete clause definition to include all workplace policies of this nature makes the most sense and would most appropriately accomplish the goals of the Proposed Rule.

**Conclusion**

NELP supports the Proposed Rule because it will ensure that noncompete agreements will no longer limit workers’ freedom to change jobs to raise their pay, obtain better working conditions, and/or achieve upward mobility in their careers. Noncompetes also disproportionately impact women and people of color and banning noncompetes will reduce the effects of racism and gender discrimination in the workforce. In a country still amid the economic recovery from COVID-19, this Proposed Rule can be part of the just recovery that workers deserve.

For these reasons, we urge the FTC to finalize the rule as a total ban on noncompetes except in the narrow exceptions in the Proposed Rule, with the suggested changes to the de facto noncompete section and the training repayment sections.

Sincerely,

Najah A. Farley
Senior Staff Attorney
National Employment Law Project
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